Replacement of floor structures in capital repair with the use of not extractable void formers
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Abstract: Urgency of the floor structures replacement is driven by the program of capital repair of the residential buildings adopted by the government and stipulates replacement of wood coverings by armored concrete floors that enable increase of stability, fire-resistance and cost effectiveness. Wood partitions and other elements of planning made of materials with low fire-resistance are also subject to replacement. It has been shown that the use of void formers allows reducing consumption of concrete, reinforcement, reduces duration of building and energy consumption. Thereby the stability and fire-resistance increase of the buildings under renovation is achieved. Solving these tasks is the objective of the represented work. It is worth noting that when renovating buildings the data about the use of not extractable void formers are absent. The technology development is an author's initiative. The goal of the investigations consists in analyzing the works of the domestic and foreign scientists that make it possible to assess effectiveness of the technology when erecting buildings of cast in-situ reinforced concrete with the use of void formers. The submitted work has carried out the adaptation of the works performance technology in confined spaces of capital repair. Optimization of the void formers selection has been made, node points of the slabs' resting on brick walls have been developed, the technology of dismantlement, form work, reinforcing, installation of void formers and concrete pouring has been developed. The complex of the works provides for obtainment of floor structures with the lesser consumption of concrete and reinforcement.

1. Introduction

The main reason for the wood coverings replacement of residential and civil buildings is the excessive wear of structures, reduction of the beams' load bearing capacity due to fungosity or rottenness of the supporting portion, fire hazard increase due to the flammable materials use. [1-3] The need for major repairs is also regulated by article 166 of the Housing code of Russian Federation. Apartment building can receive financial support
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from the state Corporation "Fund for the development of housing and communal services. To get the money you need to contact the relevant regional authorities. [4-7]

Replacement of floor structures by armored concrete floors is not only an expensive and labor-intensive type of works but introduces certain changes into loads and requires a check of the load bearing capacity of the walls and foundations. Reinforced-concrete floor structures are the most material-intensive structures of the buildings. [8-11]

The idea of usage of not extractable void formers consists in reducing the structures' weight through replacing concrete by them, concrete does not take part in the work, and thereby strength characteristics are not reduced. [12-14]

Innovation - is the introduction of an innovation, which requires additional investments for its implementation. Investing in innovation is a reliable tool to maintain sustainable competitiveness and implemented in all areas of construction activity. [15-17]

Reinforced-concrete floor structures with the void formers can have the bigger load bearing capacity than for solid slabs, and weight is less by 30-40%. There appears an opportunity to overlay big bays, reduction of the structures' total weight attributable to foundation is achieved. [18-19]

Technology of the works performance comprises a preparatory period that is composed of: dismantling elements of the wood covering, partitions, vestibules, with transportation to a stock area; preparation of support points of the coverings on the walls – erection of toothings; installation of slab formwork; supply of reinforcement and manual lashing of frames with installation of void formers; concrete pouring of a concrete floor slab.

They have assessed the technology of building armored concrete floors with not extractable void formers when performing capital repair of the buildings.

To assess effectiveness and processibility of void formers the famous foreign solutions [20-22] have been investigated: COBIAX system (Switzerland) ball-shaped and elliptically contoured void formers; prismatic void formers Nautilus (Spain); BubbleDeck (Canada); Airdeck (USA) – small-size box-section void formers and others.

The result of investigations has established that the most processible void formers are Cobiax system for the replacement conditions of the floor structures in capital repair.

Polystyrene foam slabs of the domestic and foreign production possess of greater effectiveness.

The foreign and domestic construction practice [5,15] uses the technologies of the monolithic floor structures erection with not extractable void formers of different geometric shapes. Their relevance and practical utility are reflected in [ 22-28].

It is clear that the use of small-size box-section void formers made of polypropylene with the dimensions 20x20 cm and height 12 to 35 cm requires big labor efforts, additional control over the geometric position.

Under the factory environment the process of installing void formers is automated.
When manufacturing monolithic floor structures according to BubbleDeck system they started using widely not extractable ball-shaped void formers.

According to the data of American company North America LLC, the use of ball-shaped void formers enables reduction of concrete consumption to 36%, reinforcement - to 22%, the total reduction of the floor structures' weight is achieved.

2. Methods

The analytical and experimental investigations have established that “Cobiax” system that uses linear frames is most effective, into which elliptically contoured or ball-shaped void formers (figure 1) are integrated.
Fig. 1. Modules of void formers. a) – elliptically contoured; b) – ball-shaped; 1 – linear supporting frames.

Such solution allows installing void formers into a design position without additional actions. Void formers are united into separate blocks and modules. Light reinforcement frames made of steel A-III ø5 mm are used for elliptic and ball forms, they fix void formers in a design position. They are united into separate blocks with the area from 0.5 to 3.0 m². Dimensions of void formers are selected with due regard to thickness (height) of a slab on design considerations and with due regard to a ratio of the dimensions specified in figure 2.

Fig. 2. Ball and elliptic forms of void formers, spacing between them and parameters of floor structures according to Cobiax system

3. Results and Discussion

It has been established that elliptically contoured void formers are economically feasible when building interfloor floor structures with the thickness 220-300 mm. Ball-shaped void formers with the thicknesses 380 mm to 600 mm are applied.
To increase the load bearing capacity they use void formers with the diameter 480 mm and height 210 mm, that are composed of the lower and upper parts. They are assembled at a construction site with the use of the patterns and latches. They are united into modules which are installed into a design position after installation of the lower area's reinforcement (figure 3).

![Fig. 3. The work-related issue of installing void formers' modules](image)

The technology of works performance consists in erecting panel formwork, lashing the bottom row with steel with the locks installation, installing modules above pivots of the bottom row, installing the upper working reinforcement above the modules.

A floor structure is made through two-stage concrete pouring. Such method enables excluding a lift-up of form linings. After gain in strength of 1.0 – 1.5 MPa of the bottom layer, the design position of the modules shall be fixed. Then the second layer shall be poured (figure 4).

![Fig. 4. Grouting floor structures. 1 – hollow form linings; 2 – upper grid reinforcement; 3 – poured and compacted concrete mixture](image)

Elements of floor structures with void formers are meant, as to strength, for the action of moment of flections and torque moments, axial and transverse forces, for local action of the load (static loading, cleavage). Elements of floor structures should take into account forming and opening cracks for all most unsafe cross-sections in above-support and bay areas [25].

When making calculations it should be taken into account that 50% of the amount of transverse force is perceived in near-support areas. That's why these areas shall be manufactured without void formers, i.e. they shall be manufactured of cast in-situ
reinforced concrete. Their dimension is identified according to a shearing force diagram (figure 5).

![Figure 5](image)

**Fig. 5.** Scheme of reinforcing of slab's terminal sections: a) in thickness 250 mm of floor structures; b) less than 250 mm. 1 – brick wall; 2 – bottom; 3- elements forming openings

Increasing processibility of the works performance is achieved through usage of non-extractable void formers from polystyrene foam slabs with the density 30…50 kg/m³. Their low density affects little the weight change of floor structures, but enables reducing concrete consumption that is equal to the volume of form linings [26].

Mass reduction of floor structures with preserving the load bearing capacity is achieved therewith.

The general structural and process scheme of a lightweight floor structure is represented in figure 6.

It includes a lower monolithic reinforced slab, on which polystyrene foam slabs forming longitudinal struts are placed. They are formed as a result of the slabs installation at intervals, including the upper layer of reinforced concrete. Slabs installation is implemented with the patterns use that identify the struts’ thickness and height.

Reinforcing and concrete pouring of the lower area of the floor structures shall be made at first. Then slabs shall be installed. To exclude a lift-up they are surcharged, what ensures good adhesion with concrete mixture. Surcharges are removed after concrete has gained the strength of 1.0…1.25 MPa. Then they reinforce struts, support areas with the design reinforcement cages and slabs' surfaces, with the subsequent pouring concrete mixture.

![Figure 6](image)

**Fig. 6.** Process layout of floor structures with polystyrene foam slabs – form linings:
1- bottom; 2 – bottom layer of concrete with few reinforcement; 3 – polystyrene foam slabs; 5 – upper layer of concrete with few reinforcement; 6 – monolithic supporting portion of a slab; 7 – wall with tootthing.

Use of high-quality modified concrete mixtures allows receiving stripping strength of the structures at the age of 24-36 hours (in $R_δ = 70-80\%$).
Technologies with the use of void formers and polystyrene foam slabs enable touching upon the problem of floor structures replacement in capital repair in residential buildings in a novel way. They ensure reducing own weight of floor structures, concrete consumption and reinforcement, what reduces duration and prime cost of the works.

4. Conclusions

The technologies of the floor structures replacement in confined spaces of capital repair of the residential buildings have been developed, with the use non-extractable void formers and polystyrene foam slabs that allow increasing reliability, stability and fire-resistance of the buildings, reducing consumption of concrete and reinforcement, reducing works duration by 18-20%, the prime cost of the works performance and total mass of the floor structures, increasing significantly the technical and economic features.

Floor structures possess of greater acoustic insulation, what ensures comfortable conditions of living and operation.
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